The review process of replication studies submitted to IREE

**BASIC REVIEW**
- Author submits full paper, program code, log-files, and data
- Submission must document the attempt to contact the original author
- Editorial Office registers submitted paper and checks submission for basic criteria
- Editor checks the fit of the paper within the scope of IREE, rejects or accepts for peer-review, and passes paper to field specific co-editor
- Co-Editor passes paper or resubmits revised version to referees

**SCIENTIFIC REVIEW**
- Referees review technical correctness and scientific work based on journal’s guidelines and checklist and report to co-editor
- Co-Editor makes final decision based on review process and reports
- Author revises and resubmits the paper
- Original Author will be informed about the forthcoming publication and may reply to or comment on the replication and decides whether reply or comment is published with the replication

**DECISION**
- acceptance
- acceptance with minor changes
- revision and re-submission
- rejection if scientific criteria are not met

**PUBLICATION**
- IREE online publication